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Abstract
In this paper a 2-dimensional mapping is investigated in the complex ﬁeld C for the
existence of analytic invariant curves. Employing the method of majorant series, we
need to discuss the eigenvalue α of the mapping at a ﬁxed point. Besides the
hyperbolic case |α| = 1, we focus on those α on the unit circle S1, i.e., |α| = 1. We
discuss not only those α at resonance, i.e., at a root of the unity, but also those α near
resonance under the Brjuno condition.
Keywords: invariant curves; geometric diﬀerence equation; majorant series; Brjuno
condition; resonance
1 Introduction
It is well known that a common and useful method to understand behaviors of a dynami-
cal system generated by iteration of a self-mapping is to ﬁnd a simple invariant structure
in its phase space and to describe the dynamics on it. Invariant manifold is one of such
structures and, in particular, invariant curve is the main object for -dimensional systems
and easier to be discussed deeply. The existence of real analytic closed invariant curves
for -dimensional area-preserving mappings has been investigated by many authors [–
]. In this paper, we deal with the existence of analytic invariant curves for a -dimensional
complex mapping T :C →C, (z,w) → (ζ ,ω), deﬁned by{
ζ = az + bw + φ(z,w),
ω = cz + dw +ψ(z,w),
()








converge in a neighborhood of the origin. Clearly, the mapping T has a ﬁxed point O =






at O. The characteristic polynomial is
PA(λ) = λ – (a + d)λ + (ad – bc).
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Observe that the function w = f (z) is an invariant curve of T if and only if f satisﬁes the
functional equation










, z ∈C. ()
Since b =  and the analytic equation
u = az + by + φ(z, y) ()
can be uniquely solved for y in the way
y = –abz +

bu +(z,u), ()
where  is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and ord ≥ . If we deﬁne





then by () and ()












































and the power series






are analytic in a polydisc.


















a geometric diﬀerence equation.
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In order to get an analytic solution of (), we need to ﬁnd an invertible analytic solution
of equation () for possible choices of α. This implies that the desired solution satisﬁes
g() =  and g ′() = . Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that




Substituting () into () we get
PA(α) =  ()










γ, . . . ,γn–;
αγ, . . . ,αγn–;αγ, . . . ,αγn–
)
, ()
where Pn,i,j,k is a homogeneous polynomial with positive coeﬃcients in the variables
γ, . . . ,γn–; αγ, . . . ,αγn–; αγ, . . . ,αγn–.



















γ, . . . ,γn–;
αγ, . . . ,αγn–;αγ, . . . ,αγn–
)
. ()
In this paper, the complex α in () is chosen in σ (A) := {λ ∈C | PA(λ) = } and satisﬁes the
following hypotheses:
(H)  < |α| = .





qk <∞, where {pk/qk} denotes the sequence of partial fractions of
the continued fraction expansion of θ which is said to satisfy the Brjuno condition.
(H) α = eπ iq/p for some integers p ∈N with p≥  and q ∈ Z\{}, and α = eπ il/k for all
≤ k ≤ p –  and l ∈ Z\{}.
Observe that α is oﬀ the unit circle S in the case of (H) but on S in the rest of the
cases. More diﬃculties are encountered for α on S, as mentioned in the so-called small-
divisor problem (seen in [], p. and p. and []). In the casewhere α is aDiophantine
number, i.e., there exist constants ζ >  and σ >  such that |αn – | ≥ ζ –n–σ for all n ≥
, the number α ∈ S is ‘far’ from all roots of the unity and was considered in diﬀerent
settings [–]. In recent work [] the case of (H), where α is a root of the unity, was
also discussed for a general class of iterative equations. Since then, one has been striving
to give a result of analytic solutions for those α ‘near’ a root of the unity, i.e., neither being
roots of the unity nor satisfying the Diophantine condition. The Brjuno condition in (H)
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provides such a chance for us. As stated in [], for a real number θ , we denote by [θ ] its
integer part, and let {θ} = θ – [θ ]. Then every irrational number θ has a unique expression
of Gauss’s continued fraction
θ = a + θ = a +

a + θ
= · · · ,
denoted simply by θ = [a,a, . . . ,an, . . .], where aj ’s and θj ’s are calculated by the algorithm:
(a) a = [θ ], θ = {θ}, and (b) an = [ θn– ], θn = { θn– } for all n ≥ . Deﬁne the sequences
(pn)n∈N and (qn)n∈N as follows:
q– = , q– = , qn = anqn– + qn–,
p– = , p– = , pn = anpn– + pn–.
It is easy to show that pn/qn = [a,a, . . . ,an]. Thus, to every θ ∈ R\Q we associate, using




qn . We say that θ is a Brjuno
number or that it satisﬁes the Brjuno condition if B(θ ) < +∞. The Brjuno condition is
weaker than the Diophantine condition. For example, if an+ ≤ cean for all n ≥ , where
c >  is a constant, then θ = [a,a, . . . ,an, . . .] is a Brjuno number but is not a Diophantine
number. So, the case (H) contains both a Diophantine condition and a condition which
expresses that α is near resonance.
In this paper, we consider the Brjuno condition instead of the Diophantine one. We
discuss not only the cases (H) and (H) but also (H) for analytic invariant curves of the
mapping T deﬁned in ().
2 Geometric difference equation under (H1)
Theorem  Assume that α ∈ σ (A) and (H) holds. Then equation () has an analytic so-
lution g(z) of the form () in a neighborhood of the origin.
Proof We ﬁrst consider the case  < |α| < . Since ad – bc =  and limn→∞ αn = , there is
	 >  such that∣∣PA(αn)∣∣≥ 	 for all n≥ .




|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k(β, . . . ,βn–;β, . . . ,βn–;β, . . . ,βn–), n≥ .
A simple inductive proof shows that |γn| ≤ βn for all n≥ . If




then 	 is convergent in a polydisc. Furthermore, if we set 	̂(z, z, z) =	– 	(z, z, z),
the power series 	̂(z, z, z) converge also in a polydisc. If β(z) =
∑
n≥ βnzn, then we have
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Deﬁne the function
F(z,w) =	(z –w) + 	̂(w,w,w)






In view of F(, ) = , F ′w(, ) = –	 = , and the implicit function theorem, there exists
a unique function (z), analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, such that





and F(z,(z)) = . According to (), we have β(z) =(z). This proves that the series ()
is an analytic solution of () in a neighborhood of the origin.
Now we consider the case |α| > . In this case, the formal power series () satisﬁes











with μ = /α and 	∗(z, z, z) =	(z, z, z). With obvious notations we have





Note that |μ| <  and ad – bc = , it follows that there is a positive constant 	 such that
|P∗A(μn)| ≥ 	 for all n ≥ . Then the result in the case |α| >  is obtained by applying the
result in the case |α| < . This completes the proof. 
3 Geometric difference equation under (H2)
In this section we discuss the existence of analytic solutions of the geometric diﬀerence
equation () under (H). In order to introduce Davie’s lemma, we need to recall some facts
in [] brieﬂy. Let θ ∈R\Q and (qn)n∈N be the sequence of partial denominators of Gauss’s
















Let A∗k be the set of integers j ≥  such that either j ∈ Ak or for some j and j in Ak , with












wheremn =max{j | ≤ j ≤ n, j ∈ A∗k}. We then deﬁne the function hk :N→R+ as follows:
hk(n) =
{ mn+ηkn
qk –  ifmn + qk ∈ A∗k ,
lk(n) ifmn + qk /∈ A∗k .
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Let gk(n) := max(hk(n), [ nqk ]), and deﬁne k(n) by the condition qk(n) ≤ n ≤ qk(n)+. Clearly,
k(n) is nondecreasing. Then we are able to state the following result.
Lemma  (Davie’s lemma []) Let K(n) = n log +∑k(n)j= gj(n) log(qj+). Then









(b) K (n) +K (n)≤ K (n + n) for all n and n,
(c) – log |αn – | ≤ K(n) –K (n – ).
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem  Assume that α ∈ σ (A), |a + d| >  and (H) holds. Then equation () has an
analytic solution g(z) of the form () in a neighborhood of the origin.
Proof Since |a + d| >  for all n≥ , it follows from () that
|γn| ≤ L
∣∣αn– – ∣∣– ∑
i+j+k≥
|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k
(|γ|, . . . , |γn–|;
|γ|, . . . , |γn–|; |γ|, . . . , |γn–|
)
()




|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k(C, . . . ,Cn–;
C, . . . ,Cn–;C, . . . ,Cn–), n≥ . ()
Similar to the proof in Theorem , using the implicit function theorem, we can prove that
the power series R(z) = z+
∑∞
n=Cnzn is convergent in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus
there is a positive constant  such that
Cn ≤ n, n = , , . . . .
Now, we can deduce, by induction, that |γn| ≤ CneK (n–) for n ≥ , where K : N → R is
deﬁned in Lemma . In fact |γ| =  = C. For a proof by induction, we assume that |γj| ≤
CjeK (j–), j ≤ n – . According to Lemma , it follows from () and () that
|γn| ≤ L




CeK (), . . . ,Cn–eK (n–);
CeK (), . . . ,Cn–eK (n–);CeK (), . . . ,Cn–eK (n–)
)
≤ ∣∣αn– – ∣∣–eK (n–)L ∑
i+j+k≥
|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k(C, . . . ,Cn–;
C, . . . ,Cn–;C, . . . ,Cn–)
≤ CneK (n–)
as required.
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Note that K (n)≤ n(B(θ ) + γ ) for some universal constant γ > . Then




(|γn|) n ≤ limn→∞ sup(ne(n–)(B(θ )+γ )) n = eB(θ )+γ .
This implies that the convergence radius of () is at least (eB(θ )+γ )–. This completes the
proof. 
4 Geometric difference equation under (H3)
The next theorem is devoted to the case of (H), where α is not only on the unit circle inC
but also a root of the unity. In this case neither the Diophantine condition nor the Brjuno
condition is satisﬁed.




|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k(B, . . . ,Bn–;
B, . . . ,Bn–;B, . . . ,Bn–), n≥ , ()











γ, . . . ,γn–;αγ, . . . ,αγn–;αγ, . . . ,αγn–
)
.
Theorem  Assume that α ∈ σ (A), |a + d| >  and (H) holds. If (lp + ,α) =  for all
l ∈N = {, , . . .}, then equation () has an analytic solution of the form







in a neighborhood of the origin,where ζlp+ is an arbitrary constant satisfying the inequality
|γlp+| ≤ Blp+, and the sequence {Bn}∞n= is deﬁned in (). Otherwise, if (lp + ,α) =  for
some l = , , . . . , then equation () has no analytic solution in any neighborhood of the
origin.
Proof As in the proof of Theorem , we seek for a power series solution of () of the form
(). Obviously, ()-() hold again. If(lp+,α) =  for some natural number l, then ()
does not hold for n = lp +  since αlp –  = . In that case, () has no formal solutions.
If (lp + ,α) = , then there are inﬁnitely many choices of corresponding γlp+ in ()
and the power series
∑∞
n= γnzn forms a family of functions of inﬁnitely many parameters.
We can arbitrarily choose γlp+ = ζlp+ such that |ζlp+| ≤ Blp+, l = , , . . . . In what follows,
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we prove that the series
∑∞
n= γnzn has a nonzero radius of convergence. First of all, note
that
∣∣αn– – ∣∣– ≤ .





(|γ|, . . . , |γn–|; |γ|, . . . , |γn–|; |γ|, . . . , |γn–|). ()
Further, we can show that
|γn| ≤ Bn, n = , , . . . . ()
In fact, for an inductive proof, we assume that |γν | ≤ Bν for all ≤ ν ≤ n. When n = lp, we




|	i,j,k|Pn,i,j,k(B, . . . ,Bn–;B, . . . ,Bn–;B, . . . ,Bn–) = Bn+,
implying (). Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem , we can prove that the series∑∞
n= Bnzn converges in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus the series z +
∑
n≥ γnzn has a
nonzero radius of convergence. This completes the proof. 
5 Analyticity of invariant curves
In this section, we will state and prove our main results.
Theorem  Suppose that one of the conditions in Theorems - is fulﬁlled. Then equation
() has a solution of the form













where  is deﬁned in () and g is an invertible analytic solution of equation ().
Proof By Theorems -, we can ﬁnd an analytic solution g of the geometric diﬀerence
equation () in the form of () such that g() =  and g ′() = η = . Clearly, the inverse g–
is analytic in a neighborhood of the point g() = . Let













which is also analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. From (), it is easy to see that
f
(



















































































































The proof is complete. 
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